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ABSTRACT 

Now-a-days recommendations systems play a very crucial part in the e-commerce websites and the recommendation 

systems need to be enhanced and improved on a regular basis. The recommendation system is also used for 

recommending venues (VRS). The Venue recommendation systems majorly used the users’ current location to make 

appropriate recommendations. However, this system does not consider the other users views for the venues while 

recommending. A lot of information is stored in the user’s views in the form of reviews. This information was hardly 

ever used by previous recommendation systems; hence, we are exploiting the information generated from such 

reviews along with user to venue closeness to generate more precise and accurate recommendations. Thus, our 

system extracts the aspects (features) of the venue reviews and based on that sort venues for the recommendation. 

Hence our system considers important factors such as user to venue closeness, user’s similarity and venue reviews 

while recommending a venue to a user. These enhancement in recommendations are proved by the results shown by 

considering the impact of information extracted from the reviews while recommending the venues to the user. Our 

system provides more accurate and precise recommendation as compared to existing system (i.e. mobicontext) on a 

large-scale data set.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

As the e-commerce and the social networking sites increases along with various options available for the user it 

becomes very important to have recommendation systems. Along with that the growing need the recommendation 

systems there is also a need for us to enhance the recommendation systems. Consider an example of e-commerce 

website like Flipkart, which has a plethora of products in their inventory, however, recommending the product best 

suited for the user is a challenge. If the correct products are recommended to the user, users time of browsing 

through the items is saved also it boosts e-commerce websites sales. There are two types of recommendation 

systems (a) Content-based Recommender Systems and (b) Collaborative filtering based Recommender Systems. In 
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Content-Bases Recommendation systems considers the properties of the items recommended. For e.g.Consider 

Netflix, if a user has watched movies of comedy genre then the content bases recommendations system will 

recommend the users movies of comedy genre. Collaborative filtering systems recommend items based on similarity 

measures between users and/or items. The items recommended to a user are those preferred by similar users. Breese 

et al. [9] described CF algorithms as separable into two classes: memory based algorithms that require all ratings, 

items, and users be stored in memory and model-based algorithms that periodically create a summary of ratings 

patterns offline. Pure memory-based models do not scale well for real-world application.  

Recommendation systems are widely used in venue recommendation systems as well. Such Recommendation 

systems are called as “Venue Based Recommendation Systems” or (VRS). With the advancement of technology in 

these days every individual is equipped with a very powerful device, smart phones. These smart phones can allow to 

locate the user’s location, also these devices allow to use web based application which give users an option to check-

in to a particular venue [2]- [3] and also express their opinion about the venue in form of reviews. There is a lot of 

data collected in the form of check-ins and reviews. There needs to be an intelligent mechanism to extract the 

information out of the data that is collected. Collaborative Filtering is widely used in venue recommendation system. 

Model based and memory based CF methods are used in the “Venue Recommendation System” (VRS). However, 

there are certain short comings of the existing VRS that they cannot process this large amount of disorganized data. 

Below are the two major drawbacks of the existing VRS.  

Problems faced by Existing VRS: 

1. The VRS are suffer with many shortcomings and drawbacks. A major drawback for such system is to process data 

at a real time and extract preferred venues from a huge number of venues and their reviews. 

2. Another challenge is which factors or features to consider while extracting venues from large data set in order to 

provide recommendations accurately or more precisely. 

Hence in order to overcome drawbacks of existing VRS,in our systems we are utilizing venue reviews and extract 

the required information from the reviews and then exploit that information extracted from the reviews which would 

improve the recommendation quality. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

In previous venue recommendation systems work was majorly based on trajectorybased approaches [2]-[4]. Such 

approaches kept record of information about a user's visit pattern to various location, the routes taken. In [4] most 

popular venues are recommended by using machine learning and data mining techniques on trajectory data. These 

routes based systems therefore recommend locations to users based on their past routes trace or trajectories. The 

main drawback of such systems is that they have not considered other dominant factors other than GPS trace and 

hence resulted in providing poor quality of recommendations. Usually user does not visit many places often, so there 

are less entries exists in user-venue matrix which results in data sparseness issue. In [3] authors have proposed 
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friend-based collaborative filtering (FCF) approach by evaluating the strong tie between social friends for 

recommending locations based on ratings given by social friends to commonly visited places. 

In [3] authors have considered only friends when processing collaborative filtering for a targeted user, since non-

friend users do not have much value for reference in recommendation. In [5] authors have proposed Geosocial DB 

framework which provides location-based social networking services such as location-based news feed, location-

based news ranking, and location-based recommendation. In [5] they have provided recommendations for hotels or 

restaurants within a range distance from the user’s location. Yerach Doytsher et al. [8] have implemented social-

based recommendationof routes. In a social-based route recommendation, a user uprovides source and target 

locations and the goal is to find routes from the source to the target, that are frequently traveled by users who are 

related to u in the social network by using query language that is based on graph-traversal and ordering operations to 

speed up the formulation of queries over the network. Most of the above-mentioned approaches have used memory-

based CF which provides recommendations to users on the basis of their past entries.  

However, such approaches experiences common drawbacks of memory-based CF (e.g. cold start and data sparsity) 

which degrades their performance.In [12] authors have proposed a method to identify and extract opinion features 

from online reviews. It identifies candidate features that are specific to the given review domain and yet not overly 

generic (domain independent). The proposed method considered positive and negative opinions. In [1] authors have 

proposed Bi-objective recommendation framework for mobile social networks which generates recommendations by 

considering person's geographical location and venue closeness. But it has not considered venue reviews for 

recommendations. After surveying we realized Reviews are one of the dominant factors affecting the 

recommendation as it contains experienced user’s opinions which can be greatly leveraged to improve the 

recommendation as reviews reflect the actual experience of the users who have visited the venues. 

 

III. MOTIVATION 

The existing Venue Recommendation Systems seldom used the large amount of data which is present in the form of 

reviews for venues. Reviews holds the data regarding the Venues and their features. If such information extracted 

properly and efficiently can be used to effectively to provide more precise and user preferred recommendations. For 

e.g.  David goes to a location ABC. Considering the venue closeness to his location and the expert user check-ins, 

we get n venues in recommendations. However, David cannot go through the reviews of all the n locations manually 

and might not be able to select the best suited venue for him. Our system does the tedious job of going through the 

reviews and extracting the information (features) and rank the venues according to the expert user’s opinions. Which 

would help the system in recommending most appropriate venues to David based on reviews. 
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IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

In the proposed system users GPS coordinates are determined and taken as an input for the VRS. The system 

retrieves a set of venues near to the user’s location. This is done by calculating the geo-spatial distance between the 

user and the venue. Further we have a set of expert users who have multiple check-ins at various venues. 

Considering the number of check-ins at a particular venue we refine the set of venues retrieved from the closeness. 

The more the number of check-ins by expert user the more likely the venue will be shortlisted for recommendation. 

As reviews play a very vital role in judging a venue it is must to go through the reviews of the venues we obtained in 

2nd step. The reviews are processed and the aspects are extracted from the reviews. Ranking is done based on the 

cumulative opinion of the venue from the reviews. Hence refining the recommendation and further increasing the 

recommendation accuracy and precision. The proposed system consist of following modules (Fig. (1)):  

4.1 User Profiles 

Our system maintains a database of the users in form of user profiles. The information regarding the check-ins 

performed by the user at various venues is stored. A user profile consists of the user identification and the Venues he 

has visited. 

4.2 Ranking Module 

Ranking module calculates a set of popular venues and expert users. We consider a venue as popular, if it is visited 

by many expert users, and a user as expert if he/she has visited many popular venues. The users and venues that 

have very low scores are not considered for further processing. 

4.3 Mapping Module 

The mapping module calculates similarity between the current user and the expert users. The similarity among the 

expert users for a given region is also calculated. The mapping module also calculates venue closeness by 

considering geographical distance between the current user and popular venues. The mapping module calculates the 

similarity between the expert users (that were identified by the ranking phase) using Pearson Correlation Coefficient 

(PCC). The PCC value varies from -1 to +1, where the value close to 1 signify the higher degree of similarity 

between two users. If this value of PCC is zero or less than zero, then this means the liking or taste of two users do 

not match. In order to solve data sparseness issue, we have used confidence measure. The confidence measure can 

be considered as a conditional probability that a venue visited by a one user is also visited by the other user in the 

dataset. The mapping module also calculates the geographical distance between the current user and the popular 

venues, the location information about current users and venues are presented as GPS coordinates. Thus, we use 

Haversian model [17] to compute the user-to-venue distance as follows: 

 d = Ra, 

Where the parameter “a”is angular distance in radians between the current user and the venue’s geospatial location. 

The parameter R is earth’s radius. 
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Figure 1: Proposed System Architecture 

1.1 Opinion target and word extraction from venue reviews module 

In this module opinion targets (aspects) and words(modifiers) from hotel reviews are extracted as a part of data pre-

processing phase. This pre-processing is done offline and system admin can define the how frequently this can be 

done. This can be weekly, bi weekly or monthly task.  In this module, we extract opinion words and target lists from 

venue reviews. This list further given as input to venue ranking module. An opinion target is defined as the object 

about which users express their opinions, typically as nouns or noun phrases. For example, Food is tasty and 

delicious but ambience is bad, “Food” and “ambience” are two opinion targets. Opinion words are the words that are 

used to express users’ opinions. In the above example, “tasty”, “delicious” and “bad” are three opinion words. Once 

we identify opinion targets and words, we classify opinions as good or bad. 
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4.4 Venue ranking module 

In this phase, we rank venues based on overall aspects importance score of venue reviews. The overall opinion in a 

review is an accumulation of the opinions given to specific aspects in the review, and various aspects have different 

contributions in the accumulation. That is, the opinions on important or unimportant aspects have strong or weak 

influence on the generation of overall opinion. We calculate aspect importance score of each aspect and then 

calculate the overall aspect importance score of reviews based on that we recommend venues to user. 

 

4.5 Venue Recommendation Module 

Based on venue closeness and current user’s similarity with expert users, we get optimized list of venues for 

recommendations. From that optimized list, we select only those venues whose review’s overall aspect importance 

score is high. Thus, we recommend top-N venues based on venue closeness and by considering overall aspect 

importance score of venue reviews to the user. 

 

V. ALGORITHM 

Venue recommendation algorithm 

Input: Current User: u, region: Re 

Output: Vtop= A set of top-N venues. 

Notations: Uloc=location of current user u, Venueu= set of venues or hotels visited by current user, Venue𝑒= set of 

venues or hotels visited by expert user e, Rv= set of recommended venues after similarity computation and venue 

closeness, Esim=set of expert users similar to the current user u, Vue= set of venues visited by expert users but not 

visited by current user. clo𝑒u =closeness measure of the expert user e with the location of current user u, Su𝑒is 

similarity of the user u with the expert user e. Sv is the set of venues after extracting aspects from reviews and 

calculating overall aspect importance score of venue reviews. 

1: Rv ← ∅; 𝑧𝑎𝑔𝑔 ← ∅; 

2: Esim ← 𝑐alculate𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑒𝑡 (u, E) 

3: for 𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑒∈ Esimdo 

4: Vue ← {𝑣: Venue𝑒|𝑣∉ Venueu} 

5: cloeu ← 𝑚𝑎𝑥 (calculateloccloseness (Uloc, Vue)) 

6: 𝑧𝑎𝑔[e] ← calculate𝑎𝑔𝑔 (Su𝑒, cloeu) 

7: end for 

8: Rv ← calculate𝑅𝑒𝑐 (u, 𝑧𝑎𝑔𝑔) 

9: Sv← calculateoverallReviewAspectsImportancescore (Rv)  

10. Vtop ← sort (Sv)  
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The algorithm considers parameters as: 1. current user identification that generates a recommendation query and 2. 

Geographical region where the current user is located. The aggregated utility function (Line 2–Line 7) calculates the 

users’ similarity in terms of venue preferences and calculates the user-to-venue closeness. The 𝑐alculatesimset () 

function computes similarity among current user u with the expert users by using Pearson Correlation Coefficient 

(PCC). In Line 5, the function calculateloccloseness () calculates location closeness between current user and venues 

of the expert user and then collects those venues of the expert user that are nearest to current user. In line 6 

calculateagg () function calculates the overall aggregate similarity with respect to preferred venues and user-to-

venue closeness. In Line 8 the algorithm provides the top-N venues for the user by considering both factors such as 

similarity computations and venue closeness. In line 9 aspects are extracted from reviews and aspect importance 

score is calculated. In line 10 venues are ranked based on overall aspect importance score of reviews and finally 

venues with higher overall aspect importance score are recommended to the user.    

 

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

We compared our approach with the following existing approach (a) Mobicontext(CF-BORF) proposed by R.Irfan, 

Khalid etc. in [1] in which venue recommendation to the user is based upon user to venue closeness and users 

similarity. 

6.1 Results and analysis 

We used “Gowalla” dataset which consist of 1, 82,175 records which consist of attibutes like User_id, Checkin, 

Latitude and Longitude, Loc_id, Review_file_path ,Hotel_name. 

 

 

Figure 2: Precision versus number of records in dataset 
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Figure 3: Recall versus number of records in dataset 

 

Figure 4: F-measure versus number of records in dataset 

We have used the standard performance evaluation matric to assess the performance of our approach with existing 

method such as (1) precision, (2) recall, (3) F-measure. The precision presents a ratio of the relevant 

recommendations among the total number of recommendations (true positive (tp)) to the total number of 

recommendations (tp+ false positive (fp)). 
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The recall presents a ratio of the relevant recommendations among the total number of recommendations (true 

positive (tp)) to the number of relevant recommendations (tp+ false negative (fn)). 

 

 

The F-measure is harmonic mean of precision and recall and is given as follows: 

 

Fig. (2),(3),(4) shows the precision, recall, f-measure results w.r.t number of records in the dataset for our proposed 

approach and existing method (i.e. Mobicontext).As observed in fig. (2), (3), (4) our proposed approach shows 

better performance in terms of precision, recall, f-measure as compared to existing system (i.e. Mobicontext).This 

improvements in results is due to consideration of venue(hotel)reviews along with the venue closeness and users 

similarity. As observed in fig. (2), (3), (4), we verified performance of our proposed system and existing system with 

the increasing number of records in the dataset and observed that performance gradually increased. Thus our 

proposed approach provides more precise and accurate recommendations due to incorporation of venue reviews. 

 

VII. CONCLUSION  

The present VRS system considered the venue closeness as a major factor while recommending, however with the 

rise in number of venues it’s essential to recommend the best suited venue to a user. Information regarding a venue 

can be accurately extracted from the reviews of the users as they convey the experience of a user had at a venue. 

This piece of information is very useful while recommending the venues. Thus, we are exploiting the information in 

venue reviews along with venue closeness in our system to improve recommendation quality. Ranking the venues 

based on review’s aspects importance score along with the venue closeness gives us more refined recommendation 

suited for the user. Thus, improving the recommendation precision and accuracy of the existing venue 

recommendation system. This system can be used for products on the e-commerce websites. In proposed approach, 

we have incorporated the reviews of the venues in order to recommend the best venues to a user. However, we can 

improve the recommendation accuracy further by considering the factors such as recommending personalized 

venues by considering the pages the user has liked on social networking sites like Facebook etc. At times a user 

prefers not to visit a crowded venue depending on the company and situation, hence we can add a module which will 

keep a track on of number of check-ins at a particular time of the day.  
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